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Origin

According to the tradition, Bhagav°n Vedavy°sa compiled and edited the

Vedamantras dividing them into four, Œk, Yajus, S°ma and Atharva. Before that,

we get the names of many seers who composed the hymns like Viøv°mitra, Vasi¿∂ha

and V°madeva. It was left to Par°øaravy°sa or Vedavy°sa to arrange the hymns

in a systematic manner for the benifit of the posterity. Accordingly he taught them

to five of his students - Paila (Œgveda), Vaiøamp°yana (Yajus), Jaimini (S°ma),

Subantu (Atharva) and Romahar¿a∏a (Itih°sa and Pur°∏a). They transmitted this

knowledge to their disciples who, in turn, enriched them with their interpretations

and commentaries. Thus the origin of S°maveda as a separate Veda as we get it

now, can be attributed to Vy°sa and his disciple Jaimini. Vy°sa got the name

'Vedavy°sa' because it was he who codified, edited and divided the Vedas into

four.

Meaning of the word 'S°ma'

Generally, the word 'S°ma' means 'Stuti' or 'musical composition in Stuti form'.

Thus it is clear that the S°maveda has much relation to music. Scholars have

explained the word 'S°ma' based on different derivative meanings. According to

one opinion, the word S°ma has derived from the root '¿a' meaning 'to destroy' (π……‰

+xi…EÚ®…« h…). Thus it means that the chanting of the Veda 'destroys all evils and sins'.

P°∏ini derives the word from the root 's°m' meaning 'to sooth or give comfort' (∫……®…¬
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∫……xi¥…|…™……‰M…‰). It is meant here that through the melodies of music, the Veda, while

chanting or when hearing, sooths the heart or gives comforts of all kind to the

mind. Another derivation is from the root 'syati' which means that it destroys all

worries by its musical melody (∫™… i… ŒSUÙx… k… n÷̆&J…Δ M…‰™…i¥……i…¬, ∫™… i… J…hb˜™… i… n÷̆&J…… x…

™…‰x… i…i…¬). Some give the meaning 'sorrow' or 'pain' to the root 'syati' with the hint

that it is very difficult or painful to learn S°maveda (∫™… i… n÷̆&J…™… i… n÷̆Æ˙v™…‰™…i¥……i…¬).

The word also means that the gods are pleased by hearing the chanting of S°ma

(∫……®…™… i… n‰̆¥……x…¬ +x…‰x…).

The word 'S°ma' is the combination of the words 's°' and 'ama'. This is referred

to in Aitareyabr°hma∏a (12. 12), Atharvaveda (14. 2. 71) and

B§had°ra∏yakopani¿ad (1.3.22). According to S°ya∏abh°¿ya, 's°' refers to the

Mantras or Œks and 'ama' refers to the Svaras or accents while the Œksare chanted.

In many contexts in Œgveda, the word S°ma is referred to:

+ŒR¬ÛM…Æ˙∫……Δ ∫……®… ¶…& ∫i…⁄™…®……x…&* (1.107.2)

∫……®…M…… <¥… M……™…j…\S… j…Ëπ]÷ı¶…\S…* (2.43.1)

=n¬̆M……i…‰¥…...∫……®… M……™… ∫…* (2.43.2)

∂…÷r‰̆x… ∫……®x……* (8.84.7)

<xp˘…™… §…fiΩ˛i…¬ ∫……®… M……™…i…* (8.87.1)

+ŒR¬ÛM…Æ˙∫……‰ x… ∫……®… ¶…&* (10.78.5)

Samhit° and recensions

According to Mah°bh°¿ya of Pataμjali, S°maveda had one thousand

recensions (∫…Ω˛ª…¥…i®……« ∫……®…¥…‰n˘&). S°maveda having one thousand ·°kh°s is referred

to in Vi¿∏upur°∏a (∫…Ω˛ª…∫…Δ Ω˛i……¶… ‰n˘®… ¬) and Cara∏avy£ha (i…j… ∫……®…¥… ‰n˘∫™…

∂……J……∫…Ω˛ª…®……∫…“i…¬) also. In Cara∏avy£ha, among the one thousand ·°kh°s,

R°∏°ya∏¢ya, S°tyamukhya, K°l°pa, Mah°k°l°pa, Kauth£ma and L°¥galika are

referred to by their names. The sub-divisions of the ·°kh°s of Kauth£ma, six in
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number, are also referred to in some texts which are S°r°ya∏¢ya, V°tar°ya∏¢ya,

Vaidh§ta, Pr°c¢na, Taijasa and Ani¿∂aka. In the text S°matarpa∏avidhi, names of

thirteen ·°kh°s of S°maveda are given which are R°∏°ya∏¢ya, ·°∂yamugrya,

Vy°sa, Bh°guri, Aulu∏∑i, Gaulguli, Bh°num°na, Aupammanyava, K°r°∂i,

Maøakag°rgya, V°r¿agavya, Kuthuma and ·°lihotra (S°maveda with Hindi

commentary, Damodar Satvalekar, Swadhyayamandal, Surat, 1963, Bh£mik°, p.

7). It this way there are various references getting regarding the ·°kh°s of

S°maveda.

Among these, only three, Jaimin¢ya, Kauth£ma and R°∏°ya∏¢ya are

preserved. Pu¿pas£tra, a Pr°tiø°khya text of S°maveda, refers two more ·°kh°s

of it as current, namely K°labavi and ·°∂y°yani, but the continuation of which

has been lost, it seems. (EÚ…±…§… ¥…x……®… {… |…¥…S…x… ¥… Ω˛i…& ∫¥…Æ̇& ∫¥……v™……™…‰, i…l…… ∂……]ı̈ … ™…x……®…¬*

Pu¿pas£tra, 8.8.28-29). Kauth£ma and R°∏°ya∏¢ya are current even now in

Karnataka, Maharashtra, Andhra and Bengal. Kauth£ma is otherwise known as

Cchandoga and the other name of Jaimin¢ya is Talavak°ra. There is no much textual

variation regarding Kauth£ma and R°∏°ya∏¢ya ·°kh°s, but there are differences

in accents while chanting.

Compared to Kauth£ma and R°∏°ya∏¢ya, Jaimin¢yaø°kh° is very different

in the arrangement of the text, sequence of Œks, division of chapters and chanting.

Jaimin¢yaø°kh° has two main divisions, the one practiced by the Namboothiris of

Kerala and the other practiced by Tamil Br°hma∏as. Namboothiri Jaimin¢ya is now

prevelant in the village Panjal in Trissur District in Kerala. Five Namboothiri

families, Mu∂∂attuk°∂∂il, Nellikk°∂∂il, Peruma¥¥°∂, Kora∂∂ikkara and To∂∂am,

preserved the tradition till recent times. But it is in the state of extinction now, as

the tradition is being discontinued due to various reasons and is difficult to revamp

again.  Jaimin¢yas°ma of Tamil Br°hma∏a tradition is more vogue and many are
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practicing it even now. There is a Gurukula running for Jaimin¢yas°ma of Tamil

tradition at Tanjavoor in Tamil Nadu under the Guru Makarabhushanam Iyankar

and one at the village Kodunthirappully near Palakkad in Kerala under the Guru

Tiruvenketanatha Sharma.

In Vi¿∏upur°∏a, there is a reference to the ·°kh°s and Àc°ryas of S°maveda

which is as follows (Amøa 3, Addhy°ya 6, ·loka 1-8):

∫……®…¥…‰n˘i…Æ˙…‰∂∂……J……& ¥™……∫… ∂…π™…∫∫… V…Ë ®… x…&*

GÚ®…‰h… ™…‰x… ®…Ëj…‰™…&  §…¶…‰n˘ ∂…fih…÷ i…x®…®…**

∫…÷®…xi…÷∫i…∫™… {…÷j……‰%¶…⁄i…¬ ∫…÷EÚ®……«∫™……{™…¶…⁄i∫…÷i…&*

+v…“i…¥…xi……Ë S…ËEËÚEÚ…Δ ∫…Δ Ω˛i……Δ i……Ë ®…Ω˛…®…i…“**

∫…Ω˛ª…∫…Δ Ω˛i……¶…‰nΔ̆ ∫…÷EÚ®……« i…i∫…÷i…∫i…i…&*

S…EÚ…Æ˙ i…Δ S… i…ŒSUÙπ™……Ë V…M…fiΩ˛…i…‰ ®…Ω˛…μ…i……Ë**

 Ω˛Æ˙h™…x……¶…& EÚ…Ë∫…±™…& {……ËŒπ{…Œ\V…∂S…  u˘V……‰k…®…*

=n˘“S™……∫∫……®…M……&  ∂…π™……& i…∫™… {…\S…∂…i…Δ ∫®…fii……&**

 Ω˛Æ˙h™…x……¶……k……¥…i™…∫∫…Δ Ω˛i…… ™…ËÃu˘V……‰k…®…Ë&*

M…fiΩ˛“i……∫i…‰% {… S……‰S™…xi…‰ {…Œhb˜i…Ë& |……S™…∫……®…M……&**

±……‰EÚ… I…x……Ív… ®…∂S…Ë¥… EÚI…“¥……x…¬ ±……R¬ÛM… ±…∫i…l……*

{……ËŒπ{…Œ\V… ∂…π™……∫i…n¬̆¶…‰nË̆& ∫…Δ Ω˛i……& §…Ω÷̨±…“EfiÚi……&**

 Ω˛Æ˙h™…x……¶… ∂…π™…∫i…÷ S…i…÷Õ¥…∂… i…∫…Δ Ω˛i……&*

|……‰¥……S… EfiÚ i…x……®……∫……Ë  ∂…π™…‰¶™…∂S… ®…Ω˛…®…÷ x…&**

i…Ë∂S…… {… ∫……®…¥…‰n˘…‰%∫……Ë ∂……J…… ¶…§…«Ω÷̨±…“EfiÚi…&*

........................................................**

In the Introduction to ·atapathabr°hma∏a, reference to the ·°kh°s of

S°maveda is given, According to that, there are two lineage for the ·°kh°s of

S°maveda called Brahmasamprad°ya and Àdiyasamprad°ya. The Àc°ryas under

each are listed there as follows:
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Brahmasamprad°ya
Jaimini

Sumantu

Sutvan

Sukarman

Pau¿yaμji Kauøikahira∏yan°bhan

(24 disciples)

Lok°k¿i Kuthumi Kuø¢ti      L°¥gali

Saumitristandhi- Rasap°rasan P°r°øaran Bh°gavitti Tejasvi 1.  R°∑an

putrar°∏°ya∏¢yan 2.  Mah°v¢ryan

3.  Paμcaman

Mul°c°ri Àsur°ya∏an 4.  V°hanan

5.  T°lakan

Suketiputra≈ Vaiø°khi 6.  P°∏∑akan

·§¥giputra≈ 7.  K°likan

Pr°c¢nayoga- 8.  R°jakan

Cailan putrapataμjali 9.  Gautaman

Pr°c¢nayogan 10. Àjabastan

Sur°lan L°¥gali 11. Somar°jan

Sahas°tyaputran Bh°luki 12. P§¿∂haghnan

K°mah°ni 13. Parik§¿∂an

Jaimini 14. Ul£khalan

Lobhag°mi 15. Yav¢yan

Ka∏∑an 16. Vaiø°lan

Kolahan 17. A¥gul¢yan

·°lihotran 18. Kauøikan

19. S°li

20. Maμjari

21. Satyan

22. K°p¢yan

23. K°nikan

24. Par°øaran
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Àdityasamprad°ya

Yog¢øvaray°jμavalkyan

S°maøravakuthumi

Rasap°rasan P°r°øaran Bh°gavitti Tejasvi

Àsur°ya∏an

Vaiø°khi

Pr°c¢nayogaputrapataμjali

L°¥gali

Bh°luki K°mah°ni   ·°lihotran Jaimini Lobhag°mi

Ka∏∑an Kolahan

The Kauth£ma recension also has two branches, Pr°c¢nakauth£ma and

Nav¢nakauth£ma. The former is also called Paribh°¿°p°∂ha which is not preserved

now. There were scholars in Pr°c¢nakauth£ma in the village Putukkode near

Palakkad in Kerala. They were the decendants of the Kauth£maø°kh° Brahmins

of Maharashtra. For some reasons, historical, social and cultural, they happened

to get settled in Putukkode village under Palakkad kings and they preserved the

Pr°c¢nakauth£ma with its prestine purity. Pandit Gopala Vadhyar was the last

scholar in the tradition who passed away some years ago without having any
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disciples to continue the tradition. An audio/video cassette of the Pr°c¢nakauth£ma

chanting of Puthukkode Gopala Vadhyar only is now available as an example of

the tradition. In the meantime, the Kauth£ma style of Maharashtra and other places

underwent many changes, which is called Nav¢nakauth£ma. This is now practiced

in the Gurukulas in the states like Karnataka, Maharashtra and Andhra. (For more

details of the Pr°c¢nakauth£ma tradition of Puthukkode village, vide the article

'Vedic Studies in Kerala', Dr. K. G. Paulose, Kadavallur Anyonyam Silver Jubilee

Smaranika, Kadavallur Anyonya Parishath, Kadavallur, Trissur Dist., Kerala, Nov.

2014, pp. 193-199)

Structure of the text and division of chapters

The structure of the text and division of chapters of Kauth£ma and

R°∏°ya∏¢ya recensions are almost similar. The text in these recensions are divided

into three namely P£rv°rcika or Cchand°rcika, Mah°n°mny°rcika and Uttar°rcika.

P£rv°rcika is again divided into four K°∏∑as according to the deities invocked

and praised namely Àgneya, Aindra, Pavam°na and Àra∏ya. Uttar°rcika is

designed codifying the Œks according to the rituals related to the performance of

Y°gas. The Œks in the Uttar°rcika are arranged as trios or T§cas. There are only

ten Œks in the Mah°n°mny°rcika which is found in between P£rv°rcika and

Uttar°rcika.

Each K°∏∑a in the P£rv°rcika of Kauth£ma and R°∏°ya∏¢ya recensions is

again divided into Prap°∂haka, Ardhaprap°∂haka and Daøati (collection of ten

Œks). In the P£rv°rcika there are 640 Mantras included in four K°∏∑as. These

Mantras are distributed in six Prap°∂hakas, thirteen Ardhaprap°∂hakas and sixty

four Daøatis. Ten Mantras of Mah°n°mny°rcika is attached to the P£rv°rcika as

another Daøati. Uttar°rcika is also divided into Prap°∂hakas, Ardhaprap°∂hakas,

S£ktas and Œks. Daøati type of division is not found in Uttar°rcika. There are total
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1225 Œks in Uttar°rcika which are distributed in nine Prap°∂hakas and twenty two

Ardhaprap°∂hakas.

The total number of Mantras in Kauth£ma-R°∏°ya∏¢ya recensions becomes

1875 as follows:

Mantras in Àgneya, Aindra and Pavam°na K°∏∑as    585

Mantras in Àra∏yak°∏∑a      55

Mantras in Mah°n°mny°rcika      10

Mantras in Uttar°rcika 1225

Total Mantras 1875

In the G°nas of Kauth£ma recensions, there are total 2722 G°nas (1197

Gr°mageyag°nas, 294 Àra∏yageyag°nas, 1026 Õhag°nas and 205 Õhyag°nas)

(Vide S°maveda with Hindi Commentary, Ed. by Damodar Sattvalekkar,

Swadhyayamandal, Surath, 1963, p. 10).

Compared to the Kauth£ma-R°∏°ya∏¢ya recensions, Jaimin¢yas°ma

recension contains 1698 Œks or Mantras in total.

These Œks are distributed in five K°∏∑as in 112 Adhy°yas. The K°∏∑as in

Jaimin¢ya recension are Àgneya, Aindra, Pavam°na, Dv°daø°ha and Uttara. First

three K°∏∑as contain Œks praising the deities Agni, Indra and Pavam°na

respectively. The Mantras in the K°∏∑as four and five are related to various Y°ga

rituals. The Mantras distributed in the K°∏∑as and Adhy°yas of Jaimin¢ya

recension are as follows:

K°∏∑as Adhy°yas Mantras or Œks

1. Àgneya 12 (1- 12) 116 (1-116)

2. Aindra 36 (13-48) 352 (117-468)

3. Pavam°na 11 (49-59) 119 (469-587)

4. Dv°daø°ha 47 (60-106) 757 (588-1344)

5. Uttara 06 (107-112) 354 (1345-1698)
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Dr. Raghuvira has edited and published Jaimin¢yas°maveda from Lahore in

1938. But the arrangement of the text and the arrangement of Mantras of the

Jaimin¢yas°ma of Kerala Namboothiris have some differences when compared tothe

Jaimin¢yas°ma edited and published by Dr. Raghuvira. The Jaimin¢ya recension

of Kerala Namboothiris was not printed till very recent times. It was remaining in

transcript form in the collection of the S°ma Panditsof Panjal village of Kerala.

Dr. K. A. Ravindran brought out the first edition of the Jaimin¢yas°ma of Kerala

Namboothiris in Malayalam script with exhaustive study and introduction in

Malayalam from Panchangam Pustakasala, Kunnamkulam, Trissur Dist, Kerala, in

2007. Later it was published from Centre for Vedic Studies, Sree Sankaracharya

University of Sanskrit, Kalady,Kerala, jointly edited by Dr. C. M. Neelakandhan

and Dr. K. A. Ravindran in 2014. The edition contains the text in N°gari script

and English transliteration and simple English translation of the Mantras. Dr. K.

A. Ravindran has edited the text of Keral¢yajaimin¢yas°maveda with Àrcika, S°ma

and Candr°s°ma portions in two volumes as part of a project of National Mission

for Manuscripts (NMM), IGNCA, New Delhi which was also published from NMM,

New Delhi, in 2014.

Oral G°na tradition

The oral G°na tradition of S°maveda is very unique, elaborate and musical.

The oral chanting methods slightly changes with each of the existing ·°kh°s,

Jaimin¢ya, Kauth£ma and R°∏°ya∏¢ya. Again, the chanting tradition and the Svaras

and the peculiarities of accents change according to each region. Kerala

Namboothiris have a particular way of chanting of S°maveda which is not found

in other places. Similarly Jaimin¢ya of Tamil Nadu tradition is again different in

the style of chanting. The same Jaimin¢ya tradition of Tamil Brahmins settled in

Kerala at Koduntirappully village near Palakkad has minor differences from that
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of the Jaimin¢ya tradition of Tamil Brahmins settled in Tamil Nadu. Regional

cultures, social environments, historical aspects, accentuation, food habits and the

like surely influence the method of articulation of letters and words which is

invariably found in the chanting tradition of S°maveda also. The Pr°c¢nakauth£ma

retaining its original tradition in its prestine purity in the Puthukkode village near

Palakkad and the same subjected to change in Maharashtra and other regions, as

noted above, are the best examples for these tendencies.

But the common and most important factor related to the G°na tradition of

S°maveda in general is invariably found in all these ·°kh°s in all parts of India

in all its stages of development and evolution. This is its close relationship with

the music tradition of India, expecially classical music. All the seven Svaras of

classical music are found and used in its primitive form in S°ma chanting. Kru¿∂a,

Prathama, Dvit¢ya, T§t¢ya, Caturtha, Mandra and Atisvara are the seven Svaras

used in S°ma chanting. Kru¿∂a is the Svara in the highest pitch. T§t¢yasvara is

considered the basic Svara (Àdh°rasvara) and it is also known as Dh§tapracaya.

N°rad¢yaøik¿° states that the seven Svaras of S°ma, Prathama, Dvit¢ya, T§t¢ya,

Caturtha, Mandra (Paμcama), Kru¿∂a and Atisvara and respectively the seven

Svaras of classical music, Madhyama, G°ndh°ra, Œ¿abha, ‚a∑ja, Dhaivata, Ni¿°da

and Paμcama.

|…l…®…∂S…  u˘i…“™…∂S… i…fii…“™……‰%l… S…i…÷l…«EÚ&*

®…xp˘& G÷Úπ]ı…‰ ¡ i…∫¥……Æ˙& Bi……x…¬ E÷Ú¥…«Œxi… ∫……®…M……&**

(Prap°∂haka I, Kha∏∑a 1, ·loka 12)

™…& ∫……®…M……x……Δ |…l…®…& ∫… ¥…‰h……‰®…«v™…®…& ∫¥…Æ˙&*

™……‰  u˘i…“™…& ∫… M……xv……Æ˙& i…fii…“™…∫i¥…fiπ…¶…& ∫®…fii…&**

S…i…÷l…«& π…b¬̃V… <i™……Ω÷̨& {…\S…®……‰ v…Ë¥…i……‰ ¶…¥…‰i…¬*

π…π ˆ̀…‰  x…π……n˘…‰  ¥…Y…‰™…& ∫…{i…®…& {…\S…®…& ∫®…fii…&**

(Prap°∂haka I, Kha∏∑a 5, ·loka 1, 2)
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Thus the oral G°na tradition of S°ma chanting is related to classical music

in many ways.

Close relationship of S°ma chanting with music is highlighted by many earlier

scholars in their authoritative statements. Some examples are given here.

∫……®…¶™……‰ M…“i…®…‰¥… S…* (N°∂yaø°stram)

∫……®…¥…‰n˘…i…¬ ∫¥…Æ˙…‰ V……i…& ∫¥…Æ‰̇¶™……‰ O……®…∫…Δ¶…¥…&* (B§haddeø¢ of Mata¥ga)

∫……®…¥…‰n˘… n˘nΔ̆ M…“i…Δ ∫…ΔV…O……Ω˛  {…i……®…Ω˛&* (Sa¥g¢taratn°kara of ·°r¥gadeva)

∫…{i…∫¥…Æ˙…∫i…÷ M…“™…xi…‰ ∫……®… ¶…∫∫……®…M…Ë§…÷«v…Ë&* (M°∏∑£kyaøik¿°)

It is taking into consideration this musical importance of S°maveda that in

Bhagavadg¢t° Lord K§¿∏a identifies himself with S°maveda among the four Vedas

(¥…‰n˘…x……Δ ∫……®…¥…‰n˘…‰%Œ∫®…).

Commentaries and editions

Earlier commentators of S°maveda before S°ya∏a, like M°dhava,

Bharatasv°mi and Gu∏avi¿∏u are referred to by different Àc°ryas in various texts.

But such commentaries are not getting now. Like for other Vedas S°ya∏a has

written commentary on S°maveda also (for Kauth£ma recension). Mainly based

on S°ya∏a, many commentaries and translations were written for S°maveda both

by Eastern and Western scholars in 19th and 20th centuries which is continuing

even now. Commentary on S°maveda in English was written by Dr. Steevanson

which was published by Prof. Wilson in 1842. In 1848, Prof. Benfy published

S°maveda with the first English translation in verse. Based on this, Prof. Grifith

also wrote an English translation in verse for S°maveda.

Among the total number of Œks in S°maveda, except more than one hundred,

are those found in Œgveda. Dr. K. A. Ravindran in this work S°mavedadarpa∏am

has given in detail the Œks found in both the Jaimin¢ya and Kauth£ma recensions

of S°maveda, that are not found in Œgveda with their Malayalam translation
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(Anubandham I, pp. 62-86). Because most of the Œks of S°maveda are those found

in Œgveda, the commentaries, translations and studies on the Œgveda, expecially

of the Œks in it found in S°maveda, can also be made use for their study and

analysis. The editions and studies on S°maveda that contain commentaries, studies

and translations, are listed here.

1. S°mavedabh°¿yam, with the text of S°ma and Hindi commentary named

Bhagavat¢ by Paramahamsa Jagad¢øvar°nandasarasvati, Samskar Prakasan,

Delhi, 1996.

2. S°mavedasamhit°, with text and English translation by R. T. H. Grifith,

revised edition by Dr. Ravi Prakash Arya, Parimal Publications, Delhi, 1996.

3. S°mavedasamhit°, with text and English translation by Devichand,

Munshiram Manoharlall, Delhi, 1995.

4. S°mavedasamhit° with text and English translation by R. T. H. Grifith, Nag

Publishers, New Delhi, 1991.

5. S°mavedasamhit°, with text and English translation by S. V. Ganapathy,

Motilal Benarsidass, Delhi, 1992.

6. S°maveda with English translation in verse by R. T. H. Grifith (no Sanskrit

text included), Munshiram Manoharlall, Delhi, 1995.

7. S°mavedasamhit°, text with the Sanskrit commentary named S°masamsk°ram

by Sv°mi Bhagav°c°rya, Chowkhamba Publications, Varanasi, 2003 (two

volumes).

8. S°maveda, text with the Hindi commentary by Sripada Damodar Sattvalekar,

named Subodh, Swadhyaya Mandal, Surath, 1963.

9. S°maveda with English translation in prose by Dr. B. R. Kishor, Diamond

Pocket Books Pvt. Ltd, Delhi, 2002 (no Sanskrit text included).

10. Jaimin¢yas°maveda, with text only, Dr. Raghuvira, Lahore, 1938.
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11. S°maveda with text in Malayalam script and translation in prose in Malayalam,

D. Sreeman Namboothiri, Vidyarthimitram Press, Kollam, 1997.

12. S°mavedadarpa∏am, text of the Jaimin¢ya recension of Kerala Namboothiris

first published in Malayalam script with exhaustive study, introduction, notes

and appendices, Dr. K. A. Ravindran, Panchangam Pustakasala,

Kunnamkulam, Trissur, Kerala, 2007.

13. Jaimin¢yas°maveda of Kerala Namboothiri Tradition, with text in N°gari

script and transliteration and simple translation in English, jointly edited by

Dr. C. M. Neelakandhan and Dr. K. A. Ravindran, Centre for Vedic Studies,

Sree Sankaracharya Unversity of Sanskrit, Kalady, Kerala, 2014.

14. Jaimin¢yas°mavedasamhit°, text of Kerala Tradition (Àrcika, S°ma and

Candr°s°ma portions), both in N°gari and Malayalam Scripts (two volumes),

Ed. by Dr. K. A. Ravindran, National Mission for Manuscripts, IGNCA, New

Delhi, 2013.

The list is not exhaustive. All translations and studies that are published in

different regional languages have not been included in the list.

*****


